
Township Supervisor Steve Kaplan and Kris D'arcy,

Thank you so much for taking your valuable time to see me today.  I have 
included excellent videos and articles for your personal and/or professional 
use and information. The following was a document that I produced with 
articles and videos from months of research and vetting for our county 
commissioners. May I suggest an excellent unbiased news 
source? Epoch Times, NTD news online. Also, using the "Duckduckgo" app will 
generate more information than politically biased and censored google 
searches. 

These same concerns were brought to the U.S. Representative Haley Stevens 
of the 11th district TOWN HALL meeting on March 23rd. None of the 
concerns were allowed to be voiced. I am very concerned regarding the type 
of questions and community concerns that actually were allowed to be 
brought to the table. Instead of allowing the public to freely ask 
questions,  a moderator from Steven's team chose the questions. One 
community member asked, "What are we going to do about the vaccine-
aversion people in our community?" --as if it has ever been federally 
mandated to take a vaccine, let alone an experimental gene-therapy 
vaccine with no human trials. Haley Stevens said, "We are going to get them 
educated." Very concerning. There was no contrasting information allowed 
to be presented. The community must have access to all information to 
make an informed decision. 

These are the questions I asked the Commissioners:

I have questions regarding the Restaurant Relief program, specifically the 
$1M allocation for Covid contact tracing software. An update was posted 
yesterday March 10, on the county website that drew my attention to this. It 
was originally posted on Dec 3rd, 2020. Here is the 

article: https://www.oakgov.com/Pages/news.aspx#/oakland-together-restaurant-relief-

program-gives-10-million-additional-boost-to-local-businesses

https://www.oakgov.com/Pages/news.aspx#/oakland-together-restaurant-relief-program-gives-10-million-additional-boost-to-local-businesses
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1. What capabilities does the software have? Where does our personal 
information go? Who collects it? Could the details of the software be put on 
your website for public research? 

 FYI: England just put out a report that they spent 37 billion pounds on 
a test and trace system that has not made a clear impact on the 
spread of the virus. Article post 3/10/21 by Neil Woodlow on NTD 
news. https://www.ntd.com/committee-impact-of-37-billion-pound-test-and-trace-

system-is-unclear_579364.html

2. Is this software required for businesses? Or optional? Will it be required 
for businesses and schools to open 100%? This is a terrible imposition on our 
local businesses and their patrons. What a dangerous imposition on our 
community children/teens/college-age students.

Personal story. Right now, in order for my neighborhood salon to be 
open, a 23-year-old stylist with zero medical training, triages me on 
the front step of the salon, taking my temperature, taking my health 
status, writing down and submitting my answers to some undisclosed 
entity. The same protocol was required to enter my county building. 
Triage belongs in my doctor's office. Where are our HIPPA and civil 
rights and privacy honored with this?

3. Is this software in any way the next step before Covid passports are 
required as are being used in NY? Where a covid tracing phone app must be 
used as a passport to get into arenas and large gatherings and businesses 
with proof of having taken the still experimental immunization and proof of 

covid test. See link: https://www.ntd.com/new-yorkers-react-to-new-covid-

passport_576631.html   and   https://www.ntd.com/new-york-officially-launches-covid-19-
vaccine-passport_588485.html

Think of the restrictions on those who cannot take the vaccine or 
choose not to take part in the experiment of the vaccine (still not 
approved by FDA and did not have human testing before release to 
the public). People with autoimmune issues (like me) or who choose 
not to get the vaccine could be restricted from entering food, 
government agencies to acquire Driver's Lic. flights, Grocery stores, 
schools, government services?  
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Right now my son, a senior at Mike Ilitch School of Business, is 
prohibited from entering any building on Wayne State's campus 
unless he signs a document that he will be vaccinated with Covid-19 
[gene therapy experimental] vaccine and take a covid test, plus 
health questions. He did not sign the document from the school's 
tracing software so he was not permitted to enter and thus could not 
meet with his business class team to do a project. So we are not too 
far from the passport. Many thousands of us have done our research 
and do NOT want to participate in taking the experimental gene 
therapy vaccine. 

4. Has the board had access to unbiased and nonpolitically biased research 
and data regarding the vaccine to educate them so that they can make clear 
decisions for our county residents? 

Here is a very informative video on the vaccine with data. I have more 
information than this but this is an excellent presentation. SIMONE 

GOLD Ph.d. https://www.bitchute.com/video/mHi1OuOuIqNm/

Here is a Virologist of 30 years explaining the dangers of the vaccine 
on the immune system. He was interviewed on Fox News by Laura 
Ingrim and this is a longer interview from another news station 

 Virologist explains vaccine and the effect on 
immunity. https://thehighwire.com/videos/the-biggest-experiment-ever-done/

There is data collected from medical doctors (America's Frontline 
Doctors) that worked in the field on the front lines last year with 

clear data reports. The vaccine is not actually a vaccine. It is gene 
therapy. It was pushed through the FDA as emergency approval but 
is experimental at best at this point and has had no human trials. We 
are in the human trial. The results coming back could have a 
dramatic negative impact on our youth and require our informed and 
unbiased attention. Here is one of many examples of issues coming 
out: Denmark, Norway, Iceland, suspended AstraZenekca shots after 
blood clot reports. https://www.ntd.com/denmark-norway-iceland-suspend-
astrazeneca-covid-shots-after-blood-clot-reports_580077.html

 A local Metro Detroit Hospital has recent P.E.T. scans and 
mammograms are also showing negative effects of the Covid-19 
Vaccine. This information may never be public. 
(Inflammation/autoimmune responses)

Henry Ford produced tests early last year showing effective treatments 
for Covid-19. Why experimentally vaccinate with gene therapy, when 
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a treatment is available, tested on infants to elderly, and is effective 
and safe? https://www.henryford.com/news/2020/07/hydro-treatment-study

5. 1 million was allocated in our County budget for this tracing 
software.  Did residents or restaurants/businesses/schools from Oakland 
County ask for a COVID tracing system?  How was the public involved in this 
decision?

6. Is the board informed and up to date on the actual impact of Covid-19, 
the numbers (the annual flu numbers were mysteriously nearly nonexistent 
last year. Fewer numbers of deaths in the state last year than the previous 
year.  Covid has a 99.7% survival rate? Even less % for kids. Is this knowledge 
guiding them in their decision-making while our HIPPA and civil rights are 
eroded? 

7. Does the board know that there are safe, tested, and successful FDA-
approved therapeutic treatments available to the public that are effective 
and proven effective in the field safe for both infants and elderly?  I have 
the treatment in my medicine cabinet right now in case my elderly parents 
need it in the future. Why do we need a vaccine if treatments are available? 
Something to consider for future decisions. 

8. How does this software abide in any way by the HIPPA rights of our 
citizens? Our civil and constitutional rights have been eroded at every turn 
during the lockdowns and since the election. The more your board is 
informed on what is ok and not ok with us, the better they can make 
decisions on our behalf.  

9. Has your board had the opportunity to consult P.P.E. legally approved 
court experts on masks and virus protection? Our State and National Covid 
task forces have NOT had a court-approved P.P.E. certified expert and that 
is a MAJOR oversight. Listen to the real experts in the video below video:

Here is an excellent, informative video posted by military and 
Industrial/Hospital P.P.E. experts that are court-approved experts in 
their field: Tammy Clark and Kristen Megan. I have experienced 

https://www.henryford.com/news/2020/07/hydro-treatment-study


their presentation and have their contact info. I would be happy to 
put the board in touch with these experts for an educational 
consultation. See link https://youtu.be/veFZ_2dn9xs   Title:  "Sugar Free Sanity"

The dangers of masks far outweigh their use, as they are completely 
ineffective according to actual virus PPE legal experts. Long-term 
health issues in kids from oxygen deprivation to the brain are just 
one effect. Bacterial infections in the lungs another. Psychological 
issues on children and our general community are severe. I know a 
young girl who has impaired vision after a major brain surgery that 
does not wear a mask. She was accosted by 7 customers at a local 
grocery store that encircled, surrounded, and trapped her with their 
carts and shouted at her until she was rescued by an employee. Is 
this the kind of community we want? 

10. Will the county be paying attention to what and how other states are 
doing in opening up without Covid tracing, mask mandates?  Will they be 
tracking that to see their success?      

Thank you for your time and for any way you could address my questions. 

Melissa Williams
West Bloomfield resident
248-234-2175

Attachments area: 

Preview YouTube video Sugar-Free Sanity Episode 1 e Sanity Episode 1

Above video is the P.P.E. experts from the military and Hospital/Industrial sector
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